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Abstract 

In this paper the initiation of fuzzy cellular space is given.  Fuzzy S splitting cellular 

and fuzzy S jointly cellular are defined in this space and their properties are studied  in detail.  

Also the relations between fuzzy S splitting cellular and fuzzy S jointly cellular are  

investigated.  Moreover, a notion of equivalence  between  any  two fuzzy cellular spaces is 

given and by this relation  some results  are established. 
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1    Introduction 
The concept of fuzzy sets and fuzzy set operations were first introduced by 

L.A.ZADEH in his classical paper [1] in the year 1965. Fuzzy sets have applications in many 

fields such as information [2] and control [3]. Thereafter the paper of C.L.CHANG [4] in 1968 

paved the way for the subsequent tremendous growth of the numerous fuzzy topological 

concepts.  G. Balasubramanian [5] introduced the notion of Gδ sets in fuzzy topological 

space. ω-cellular space  was discussed  by  Arkady  G.  Leiderman and Mikhail  G.  Tkachenko  

[6]. Function spaces play an important role in functional  analysis, in the theory  of 

differential equations, in  complex  analysis,  and  in  almost  every  other  branch  of modern  

mathematics.   Fuzzy topology on Function spaces were studied by Peng,Yu wei [7]. I. W. 
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Alderton[8] investigated Function  spaces in fuzzy topology.  Proper and admissible topologies 

were studied by James Dugundji [9] and Ryszard Engelking [10] in general topology.  In the 

present paper initiation of fuzzy cellular space is given. And the family of all fuzzy cellular 

continuous function from fuzzy cellular space Y to Z is denoted by C(Y, Z).  Different kinds 

of fuzzy topology can be introduced into the set C(Y,  Z).  This contribution singled out 

two important types of fuzzy cellulars in C(Y, Z) that is S splitting cellular and fuzzy S 

jointly cellular.  And give elementary consequences of the definitions.  Also the comparison of 

fuzzy S splitting cellular and fuzzy S jointly cellular are given.  Moreover, a notion of fuzzy 

S equivalence between any two fuzzy cellular spaces is given and by this relation some 

results are established. 

2   Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. [1] 

Let X be a non-empty  set and I be the unit interval  [0, 1]. A fuzzy set in X is an 

element of the set I X   of all functions from X to I. 

Definition 2.2. [4] 

A fuzzy topology T on X is a collection of subsets of I X  such that 

(i) 0, 1 ∈ T 

(ii) If λ, µ ∈ T , then  λ ∧ µ ∈ T , 

(iii) If λi ∈ T for each i ∈ Λ then  ∨λi  ∈ T . 

The ordered pair (X, T) is called a fuzzy topological space. A fuzzy set λ in a fuzzy topological 

space is called a fuzzy open set, if its complement λc  or (1 − λ) is fuzzy closed. 

Definition 2.3. [5] 

Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space and λ be a fuzzy set in X. λ is called a fuzzy 

Gδ-set if λ= 

 1i
λi where each λi ∈ T
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i=1 Definition 2.4. [4] 

Given fuzzy topological spaces (X, τ ) and (Y, δ), a function f : X → Y is fuzzy 

continuous if the inverse image under f of any open fuzzy set in Y is an open fuzzy set in 

X, that  is if f−1 (µ)∈τ whenever µ ∈δ. 

Definition 2.5. [12] 

Let (Xi ,δi ) be a fuzzy topological space for each index i ∈ I. The product  fuzzy 

topology δ= Πi δi  on the set X = Πi Xi  is the coarsest  fuzzy topology on X making all the 

projection mappings πi : X → Xi fuzzy continuous. 

Definition 2.6. [11] 

A fuzzy topology τ on FC(Y,Z)  is called fuzzy splitting  iff for every fuzzy topological 

space X, the fuzzy continuity  of the map F̃  : X × Y → Z implies that  of the map F̂  : X → 

F Cτ (Y, Z), for which F̃ (xt , ym ) = F̂ (xt )(ym ). 

Definition 2.7. [11] 

A fuzzy topology τ on FC(Y,Z)  is called fuzzy jointly continuous  iff for any fts X, the 

fuzzy continuity  of the map Ĝ  : X → F Cτ   (Y, Z) implies the fuzzy continuity  of the map 

F̃  : X × Y → Z, for which G̃(xt , ym ) = F̂ (xt )(ym ). 

Definition 2.8.  [9] 

Let (X, τ ) be a topological space and F a closed subset of X. We say that  A ⊂ X is a dense 

subset of F if cl(A) = F. 

Definition 2.9. [6] 

A topological space is said to be ω-cellular space if every family γ of Gδ -sets in X contains 

a countable  subfamily λ such that  ∪λ is dense in ∪γ. 
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3  Fuzzy S Splitting Cellulars and Fuzzy S Jointly Cel-

lulars 
Definition 3.1.   

A fuzzy topological space (X, τ ) is called a fuzzy cellular (X, τcel )(in short, X) if for 

every family Ω = {ηi  ∈ I X   : ηi ’s are fuzzy Gδ  sets, i ∈ I } there  exists a countable family Γ 

= {δi  ∈ I X   : δi ’s are fuzzy Gδ  sets, i ∈ I } such that  Γ ⊆ Ω and cl(∨δi ) = ∨ηi , for every i ∈ 

I . 

Definition 3.2.   

In a fuzzy cellular space X, every member of τcel  is called a fuzzy τcel  - open set and its 

complement is fuzzy τcel  - closed. 

Definition 3.3.   

Let Y = (Y, τ1 cel ) and Z = (Z, τ2 cel ) be any two  fuzzy cellular spaces.  A function F: 

Y → Z is called a fuzzy cellular continuous function iff the inverse image of each fuzzy τ2 cel  - 

open set in Z is fuzzy τ1cel  - open in Y. 

Definition 3.4.   

Let Y and  Z be any two  fuzzy cellular spaces and  C(Y, Z) be the  set of all fuzzy 

cellular continuous  functions from Y to Z , then  (C(Y,  Z),  τcel ) is a fuzzy cellular space 

and it is denoted  by Cτ cel (Y,  Z). 

Definition 3.5.   

Let S be the family of fuzzy cellular spaces. A fuzzy cellular τcel  in C(Y,  Z) is said  to  

be fuzzy S  splitting  if and  only if for every  fuzzy cellular  space  X in  S ,  the fuzzy 

cellular continuity  of the  function  F1   :  X  ×  Y   →   Z implies that  of the  function F2  :  

X  →  Cτcel (Y,  Z). 

Definition 3.6.   

Let S be the family of fuzzy cellular spaces. A fuzzy cellular τcel  in C(Y,  Z) is said to 

be fuzzy S jointly continuous  cellular if and only if for every fuzzy cellular space X in S , 
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the fuzzy cellular continuity  of the function F2  :  X  →  Cτcel (Y,  Z) implies that  of the 

function F1  :  X  ×  Y  →  Z. 

Definition 3.7.   

Let S1  and S2  be any two families of spaces. Then the space S1  is equivalent to the 

space S2  (in short S1    ≈  S2) if the following condition are satisfied. 

(i) a fuzzy cellular τcel   on C(Y,  Z) is a fuzzy S1   splitting  if and  only if it is a fuzzy S2   - 

splitting  cellular. 

(ii) a fuzzy cellular τcel  on C(Y,  Z) is a fuzzy S1  - jointly continuous cellular if and only if it 

is a fuzzy S2  jointly continuous  cellular.  

Proposition 3.1.   

Corresponding  to any  family of spaces S , always  there  exists  a space X  ∈  S such 

that  S  ≈  X 

Proof 

Let Y and Z be any two fuzzy cellular spaces and C (Y,  Z) be the set of all fuzzy 

cellular continuous  functions from Y to Z. 

Let C1 = { τicel ,  i  ∈  I } 

C2 = { τjcel ,  j ∈ J } 

 

be the two families of fuzzy cellulars where τicel  and τjcel  are not S splitting  cellulars and not 

S jointly continuous cellulars respectively. 

For each fuzzy cellular τicel  in C1 , there exists a fuzzy cellular space X1   = (X1 , τicel ) in S 

on which τicel  is not a fuzzy X1  splitting  cellular.  Similarly for each fuzzy cellular τjcel  in C2, 

there exists a fuzzy cellular space X2   = (X2, τjcel ) in S on which τjcel  is not a fuzzy X2 jointly 

continuous  cellular.  Define S1    = { (X1, τicel )  :  τicel    ∈  C1}  ∪ { (X2 , τjcel )  :  τjcel    ∈  C2 }. 

Then the spaces in S1  are pairwise disjoint.  Let X be union of all fuzzy cellular spaces in S1. 

Let Cτcel (Y,  Z) be a fuzzy cellular space, τ be fuzzy splitting cellular and let F1  :  X×Y  →  Z 

be a fuzzy cellular continuous function and let Xα  ∈ S1 . Then the function F1 |Xα : Xα ×Y → 
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Z is also fuzzy cellular continuous.  Therefore the function F2|Xα : Xα → Cτcel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy 

cellular continuous.  Since X is union of spaces in S, the function F2  :  X  →  Cτcel (Y,  Z) is 

fuzzy cellular continuous.  Thus,  τcel  on Cτcel (Y,  Z) is a fuzzy X splitting  cellular. 

Now let τcel  on Cτcel (Y,  Z) be a fuzzy X splitting cellular and not a fuzzy S splitting cellu- 

lar, then τcel  ∈ C1 . Then there exists a fuzzy cellular continuous function F1 | Xτi cel  : Xτi cel × Y 

→   Z such that  F2| Xτicel       
:   Xτicel       

→   Cτcel (Y,  Z) is not  fuzzy cellular continuous.   Now 

F1| Xτi cel  can be extended  to a fuzzy cellular continuous  function F1    : X  × Y  →  Z. Since 

the function F2 | Xτicel    
is not fuzzy cellular continuous,  it follows that F2  is also not a fuzzy 

cellular continuous which is contradiction to the fact that  τcel  is an fuzzy X splitting  cellular. 

Thus τcel  is an fuzzy S splitting  cellular if and only if τcel  is a fuzzy X splitting  cellular. 

Similarly, fuzzy cellular τcel  on Cτcel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy S jointly continuous  cellular iff τcel  is 

a fuzzy X jointly continuous  cellular. 
 

Corollary 3.2.   

Let S be a family of fuzzy cellular spaces. Then there exists a fuzzy cellular 

X in a way that: 

(a) a fuzzy cellular τcel  on Cτcel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy mathcalS splitting  cellular if and only if τcel 

is fuzzy X splitting  cellular. 

(b)  a fuzzy cellular τcel   on Cτcel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy mathcalS jointly  continuous  cellular if and 

only if τcel  is fuzzy X jointly continuous  cellular. 

Proof 

It follows from the previous theorem. 

Proposition 3.3.   

Let S be a family of fuzzy cellular spaces and τcel  be an fuzzy S jointly continuous  

cellular on Cτcel (Y,  Z). If Cτcel (Y,  Z)  ∈  S , then  τcel  is fuzzy jointly continuous cellular 

and τcel (S )  ≤  τcel . 
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Proof 

Let I : Cτcel (Y,  Z)  →  Cτcel (Y,  Z) be the identical function.  Since Cτcel (Y,  Z)  ∈ S and 

τcel  is fuzzy mathcalS jointly continuous cellular on Cτcel (Y,  Z)  ∈ S , e : Cτ cel (Y, Z) × Y  →  Z 

is fuzzy  cellular  continuous  function.    Hence  τcel   is fuzzy  jointly  continuous.    Since e : 

Cτ cel (Y, Z)  ×  Y   →   Z is fuzzy cellular  continuous,  then  Cτcel (Y,  Z)   ∈  S  and  by the 

continuity  of the identity  function  I : Cτcel (Y,  Z)   →   Cτcel (Y,  Z), τcel   is fuzzy S splitting 

cellular.  By the definition of fuzzy S splitting  cellular F2  :  Cτcel (Y,  Z)  →  Cτcel (S ) (Y,  Z) is 

fuzzy cellular continuous.  Hence τcel (S )  ≤  τcel . 

Corollary 3.4.   

Let τcel  be fuzzy S splitting  cellular and fuzzy S jointly continuous  cellular on Cτcel 

(Y,  Z). If Cτcel (Y,  Z)  ∈  S , then  τcel (S )  = τcel . 

Proof 

Assume that  τcel  is both fuzzy S splitting cellular, jointly continuous cellular on Cτcel (Y,  

Z) and Cτcel (Y,  Z)   ∈  S then  by Proposition  3.2, τcel (S )   ≤   τcel .  Also, since τcel   is 

fuzzy S splitting  cellular, τcel    ≤  τcel (S ). Hence, τcel (S )  = τcel . 

Proposition 3.5.   

Let  Y  and  Z be any  two  fuzzy cellular  spaces,  then  the  following are equivalent: 

(i) The function F : Y → Z is fuzzy cellular continuous. 

(ii) For each fuzzy set γ ∈IY  and each fuzzy τ2cel - open set µ ≥ F (γ), there exists a fuzzy 

τ1cel - open set ν ≥ γ such that  F (ν )  ≤  µ. 

Proof 

(i) ⇒ (ii)Let γ ∈IY  and µ be a fuzzy τ2cel  - open set such that  µ ≥F(γ). Since F is fuzzy 

cellular continuous  function, there exists a fuzzy τ1cel  - open set ν in Y such that  F −1(µ)=ν 

and γ ≤ ν . Hence F(ν )≤ µ. 

(ii) ⇒  (i)Let  µ be a fuzzy τ2       - open set  and  γ  be a fuzzy subset  of F −1(µ).   Then 
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F(γ)≤µ. Hence there is fuzzy τ1cel  open set ν ≥ γ such that  F (ν )  ≤  µ. Then ν  ≤  F −1 (µ). 

It follows that  F −1 (µ) can be written  as the union of such fuzzy τ1cel  - open set ν. Hence F 

is fuzzy cellular continuous  function. 

Definition 3.8.   

Let Y and Z be any two fuzzy cellular spaces, C (Y,  Z) be the set of all fuzzy 

cellular continuous functions from Y to Z and let Cτ i cel  (Y, Z) = (C (Y, Z), τi cel  ), i ∈ I be 

the fuzzy cellular spaces.  Then the space C = supi∈I {Cτ icel (Y,Z)} is called the greatest 

fuzzy cellular space and the corresponding fuzzy cellular is called greatest  fuzzy cellular. 

Proposition 3.6.  Let Y and Z be any two fuzzy cellular spaces and C (Y, Z) be the set 

of all fuzzy cellular continuous functions from Y to Z. Then there  exists the greatest  fuzzy 

S splitting cellular on Cτi cel (Y,  Z). 

Proof 

Let { τicel   : i ∈ I } be a family of fuzzy S splitting  cellulars on C(Y,  Z) and  let T = 

supi∈I  { τicel }.   Assume that  the  function  F1   : X × Y  → Z is a fuzzy cellular continuous 

function for any fuzzy cellular space X. 

Let λ be a fuzzy τcel open set and ω   ≤   λ where ω∈IX . Also the function F2  :  X  →  Cτi cel 

(Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.   Hence by Proposition 3.2, there  exists fuzzy τcel   open 

set  γ  in X containing  ω such  that  F2 (γ)    ≤   ω   ≤   λ.   Since T  =  supi∈I { τicel   } and 

F2  :  X  →  Cτi cel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.  Thus the function F2  :  X  →  CT (Y,  Z) 

is fuzzy cellular continuous and the fuzzy cellular T is the greatest  fuzzy S - splitting cellular. 

Proposition 3.7.   

Let Y and Z be any two fuzzy cellular spaces.  A fuzzy cellular τcel  on C (Y,  Z) is 

fuzzy S jointly continuous  if and only if the fuzzy cellular evaluation  function e : Cτ cel  (Y,  

Z) × Y → Z defined by e(f, γ) = f(γ) is fuzzy cellular continuous,  where γ is a fuzzy set 

in Y. 
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Proof 

Let τcel be S jointly continuous  on C(Y,  Z).  Since the identity  function  F1  :  Cτ cel  (Y, 

Z) → Cτ cel (Y,  Z) if fuzzy cellular continuous,  e : Cτ cel (Y,  Z)  ×  Y  →  Z is fuzzy cellular 

continuous. 

Conversely, let X be a fuzzy cellular space, F : X → Cτ cel  (Y, Z) and e : Cτ cel  (Y, Z) × 

Y → Z be fuzzy cellular continuous functions and I : Y → Y be the identity  function.  Then 

the function F × I : X × Y →Cτcel (Y,  Z)  ×  Y is fuzzy cellular continuous.  This implies 

that the  function  (F  × I) ◦  e :  X × Y → Z is fuzzy cellular.  Hence, the τcel   is S jointly 

continuous  on C (Y, Z). 

Proposition 3.8.   

Let Cτcel (Y,  Z) be the fuzzy cellular space.  Then 

(i) A fuzzy cellular larger than a fuzzy S jointly continuous is also a a fuzzy S jointly 

continuous  cellular. 

(ii) A fuzzy cellular smaller than a fuzzy S splitting cellular is also a a fuzzy S splitting 

cellular. 

Proof 

(a) Let τ1 cel  be fuzzy S jointly continuous,  τ2 cel  be fuzzy cellular and τ1 cel  ≤τ2cel .  Then 

the  identity  function  F1   :Cτ2 cel (Y, Z)   →   Cτ1 cel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular  continuous.   Since 

τ1cel   is fuzzy S jointly continuous,  e :  Cτ 2cel  (Y,  Z) × Z → Z is fuzzy cellular continuous. 

By Proposition  3.4, τ2cel  is fuzzy S jointly continuous. 

(b) Let τ1 cel  be fuzzy S splitting  cellular on C (Y, Z) and τ2cel  be fuzzy cellular on C (Y, 

Z) where τ1 cel  ≤τ2cel . Assume that  the function H1  :X× Y → Z is fuzzy cellular continuous 

for fuzzy cellular space X. Since τ2 cel  is fuzzy S splitting  topology on C (Y, Z), the function 

H2  :X → Cτ 2 cel  (Y, Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.  Since τ1cel  ≤ τ2 cel , the function I : Cτ 2 

cel(Y,  Z) → Cτ 1cel   (Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.   Hence the function  H2oI :X →Cτ 1 
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cel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.  This implies that  the fuzzy cellular space τ1cel   is 

fuzzy S splitting  cellular. 

Proposition 3.9.   

Let C (Y,  Z) be the  fuzzy cellular space.  Let {τi cel     :  i   ∈  I } be an arbitrary 

collection of fuzzy S splitting  cellulars in C (Y,  Z).  Then  ∧i τi cel   and  ∨i τi cel   are also fuzzy 

S splitting  cellulars in C (Y, Z). 

Proof 

Let  C (Y,  Z) be the  fuzzy cellular  space.   Let  τi cel   be an  arbitrary collection of fuzzy 

S splitting  cellulars in C (Y, Z). By (ii) of Proposition  3.5 ∧i τi cel  is also S splitting  cellular 

in C (Y, Z). 

Since each τi cel is S splitting cellular, the fuzzy cellular continuity of the function F1:X × Y 

→  Z implies that  of the function F2  :  X  →  Cτi cel  (Y,  Z).  Let µ be an fuzzy τcel  open in 

C∨i τi cel  (Y, Z). Since µ is in some τjcel  for j ∈ I and τjcel  is fuzzy S splitting,  then the inverse 

image of µ under F2  is fuzzy τcel  open in X. This implies that  F2  :X→C∨i τi cel  (Y, Z) is fuzzy 

cellular continuous.  Hence ∨i τicel  is fuzzy S cellular. 

Proposition 3.10.    

Let C (Y,  Z) be the  fuzzy cellular  space.   Then  any  fuzzy S  jointly cotinuous 

cellular on C (Y, Z) is larger than  any fuzzy S splitting  cellular. 

Proof 

Let C(Y, Z) be the  fuzzy cellular space, τ1cel   be S jointly  continuous  cellular and 

τ2cel   be fuzzy S splitting  cellular.  Since τ1 cel  be S jointly continuous  cellular, e : Cτ 1cel  (Y, 

Z) × Y→ Z is fuzzy cellular continuous.  F2  :X→ Cτ 2cel  (Y, Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.  

Then I: Cτ 1cel (Y, Z) →  Cτ 2cel (Y,  Z) is fuzzy cellular continuous.  This implies that τ2 ≤ τ1. 

Proposition 3.11.   

Let C (Y, Z) be the fuzzy cellular space. Then a fuzzy S splitting jointly continuous 

cellular is both the greatest  S splitting  cellular and the least S jointly continuous cellular. 
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Proof 

The proof follows from the Propositions 3.5 and 3.7. 
 

Proposition 3.12.   

Let C (Y, Z) be the  fuzzy cellular space.  If τcel   is a fuzzy S splitting jointly 

continuous cellular in C (Y, Z), then τcel  is unique. 

Proof 

Let C (Y, Z) be the  fuzzy cellular space and  τcel   is a fuzzy S splitting  jointly  

continuous cellular in C (Y,  Z).  Let τ1cel   be an another fuzzy S  splitting  jointly  

continuous  cellular. Since τ1cel  is fuzzy S splitting  and τcel  is fuzzy S jointly continuous,  by 

the Proposition  2.6, τ1cel  ≤ τcel . And also τ1cel  is fuzzy S jointly continuous  and τcel  is fuzzy 

S splitting  cellular, τcel  ≤ τ1cel . Hence, τcel  = τ1cel . This implies that τcel  is unique. 

4    Conclusion 
A easy way of finding whether  there  is a fuzzy S splitting  jointly  continuous  cellular 

is to examine  the  greatest  fuzzy proper  cellular  itself.  And this cellular is unique  and  is 

fuzzy S jointly  continuous  cellular  if and  only  if there  exists  a  S splitting  jointly  

cellular.    A unswerving investigation of the fuzzy S greatest  splitting  cellular seems rather  

awkward. 
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